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THE LANCET.

LONDON: SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 1852.

NECESSITY FOR A CODE OF MEDICAL ETHICS.

WE have long been anxious that some code of laws, or at
least some principles of conduct, should be submitted to the
profession, as constituting the groundwork of MEDICAL ETHICS.
The circumstances of the times are every day becoming more
urgent, and there is reason to fear that the profession can
scarcely be expected any longer to maintain that hold on
public opinion which it has enjoyed for at least a century, un-
less by common consent we can one and all adopt some prin-
ciples of action, by adherence to which we may retain our
position. The difficulties with which we have to contend are,

however, most formidable, and perhaps we cannot better pre-
pare the ground than by fearlessly placing in a strong light a few
of the more incorrigible materials which, unless properly dealt
with, must assuredly mar our attempts at improved cultivation.
In the first place, it must be conceded, however humiliating

the admission, that the profession does not consist exclusively
of gentlemen; and we apprehend that many honest schemes of
professional ethics have signally failed, from the vain hope of
inspiring the whole body with the feelings which belong ex-
-elusively to highminded men. We are far from intending to
insinuate that, as a body, we are deficient in this ennobling
distinction ; on the contrary, we maintain that there is no
profession which contains a larger proportion of members who
are utterly incapable of mean, or dastardly, or ungenerous
conduct or sentiments. Nay, we believe that it is the large
infusion of honourable feeling pervading our ranks, which has
placed us so high in the confidence and esteem of every class
of society, and at such an immeasurable distance from the
"quack"-a distinction which has been appreciated alike by
the high-born and the pauper. All men trust us with their

health, their limbs, and their lives, with their family secrets,
their corporeal infirmities, and mental follies, and not less

readily with the medical care of their wives and their

daughters; and with an implicit and happy confidence

which itself demonstrates, that, as a rule, the trust has not
been betrayed. And yet it is unhappily too notorious, that
there is a limit to the confidence which we place in each other.
It cannot be concealed that there are men amongst us who, from
motives of shortsighted selfishness, are always trying to build
their own reputation upon the disparagement of their brethren.
Time was when such gross ignorance prevailed amongst
candidates for professional employment, that it became

almost a public duty for the better educated to denounce

the presumption which thus ignorantly trafficked in health and
life. But, thanks to the persevering efforts of the examiners
of the Apothecaries’ Company chiefly, (not to the exclusion
of other boards of examiners,) that period has now passed by.
Equality can never exist, but the general competence is so
universally acknowledged, that it has become a crime, even
tacitly to reproach our brethren with deficiency of knowledge
or skill. The highminded majority of our brethren re-

quire only that the golden rule should be more sedulously
studied, and that a better understanding should exist as

to the conduct to be observed in certain trying and de-

licate circumstances. But how are the minority to be dealt
with ? What law shall bind those who would disgrace any

fellowship, whose education, and science, and skill, and posi-
tion have but rendered their sordid baseness more conspicuous,
more odious, more mischievous? How can we separate our-
selves from men who can push themselves into notice by
practices which tend to degrade a profession, the very suf-
frages of which have alone saved them from contempt and
infamy ? This is the problem which we have first to solve;
and a difficult task we shall find it. It were easy indeed to

make a rule, that we will, on no consideration, meet such
persons in consultation; and this rule might be fortified by a
few noble examples of humble but honourable men, who, at
the risk of their own disadvantage, have thus asserted the
dignity of their calling. But unhappily this requires a moral
courage which does not always belong to men who, however
meritorious, are as yet struggling in penury and obscurity to
obtain bread for their families; and we often find true great-
ness of mind too closely associated with modesty and diffidence
to become capable of the exercise of a bold and uncompromising
assertion of professional dignity and privilege. The rule then

might practically fail; and nothing remains for us but to show
that it is the individual as well as the corporate interest of

every honest member of the profession, to make the rule
absolute, and to risk the loss of the best patient on his list, by
refusing to consult with any man, however high his position,
who is known to be capable of trifling with the reputation of
his brethren, even the humblest amongst them.
But we must not veil our meaning under generalities. There

are three classes of men whom it will be our duty and interest
to avoid in consultation, and these men should be excluded
from our Medical Societies, and denounced on every proper oc-

casion, even though professionally licensed, as morally disquali-
fied, and therefore to be disowned. They are-1. Those who im-
pose on the public by false and dishonest pretensions. 2. Those
whose pretensions are not false, but who parade them before
the public in an unprofessional manner, whether by adver-
tising themselves, or by advertising their books in an unseemly
manner, and to an unlimited extent, or by publishing medical
disquisitions framed in language which too evidently betrays
that they write for the public, not for the profession. 3. Those

who are guilty of pushing for practice by arts and stratagems
of which a, respectable tradesman would be ashamed. We
believe these three classes comprehend nearly the whole
batch of professional culprits whom it will be wise and neces-
sary for all honest men to avoid. We shall endeavour on a

future occasion to present our readers with a more minute

portraiture of these offenders; and they may rest assured that,
having taken them in hand, we shall analyze their practices,
and expose them with as much impartiality as we have
shown in our condemnations of the fraudulent practices
of certain tradesmen. Meanwhile, we have no wish to

: 
deal harshly with the delinquencies of young or thought-
less offenders who have inadvertently exposed them-

selves to censure, but whose honest intentions and valua-

ble qualities demand at our hands rather that we should
‘ 

endeavour to restore them to their proper position, than cover
them with disgrace. Nor shall we fail to sympathize with
those who, having merit, have not as yet emerged from
obscurity, but are using all legitimate diligence to commend

; 
themselves to the public by industry, vigilance, and attention,
which do no less honour to the profession than to themselves.
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Is the EARL OF SHAFTESBURY, the zealous chairman of the State. Perhaps he is insane; but is his insanity established
Commissioners in Lunacy, now satisfied with the working of by a sufficient inquiry before a competent tribunal ? Perhaps
the Bethlem exemption clause ? Have the pains which were his confinement is a step beneficial to himself, and necessary
taken to remove the State asylum from the immediate juris- for the public safety; but does the public duty end with his
diction of the only authorities who were competent to take confinement? If insane, is it impossible that he should

notice of the confinement and detention of persons alleged to recover ? Yet what is the security provided in the Act that he
be lunatics, been rewarded by such beneficial results as could shall be restored to liberty when he is again a sane man ?
alone be pleaded in extenuation of, but could not justify, that What is then to satisfy the public mind that he is not im-
unconstitutional enactment ? Was it worth the trouble of the properly detained? It is true that the Commissioners are

chairman of the Commissioners to take charge of this clause expressly debarred under the Act from discharging any
in the House of Commons, when, through the vigilance of patient confined under the authority of the Secretary of State;
independent members, it had been struck out by an assembly but that circumstance does not detract from the necessity for a

jealous of the public liberties? What was there so cap- constant public inspection of the asylum which receives the

tivating to the unknown author of the clause in the idea largest number of State lunatics. But if for the moment it be
of confiding an institution, holding 400 inmates in seclu- admitted that the authority of the Secretary of State is

sion, to the absolute control of some civic authorities, who supreme as to the liberation of State lunatics, we would ask
are charged with many other duties, private and official, and what efficient machinery the governors of Bethlem have pro.
which they are not disposed to think of secondary importance? vided to secure against improper incarceration and detention

What provision was made in special reference to Bethlem in persons brought to their institution in the usual course ?
the Lunacy Acts, to compensate for those powers of super- We shall be told, no doubt, that the public enjoy ample
vision which were considered necessary in the case of every security in the high personal character of the ruling autho-

other asylum, public or private, in the kingdom ? Was any rities; we shall be reminded of their civic virtues, their public
security taken, that the organization or government of spirit, their admirable skill in the conduct of business, their
Bethlem should present an effectual substitute for those unimpeachable integrity, their conscientious and disinterested
enactments that require notice of every reception of a devotion to arduous and disagreeable duties. Passing lightly
patient to be sent to the Commissioners, and subject all - if the apologists be wise - over their vigilance in the

other asylums to the periodical or discretional visitation of detection of abuses, great stress will be laid upon the eager
the Commissioners, or of the county magistrates? desire to correct them; and they will dwell upon the recent,

If the proposition be worth anything,-if the public have yet tardy reforms in the establishment as a proof of good
any interest, that, with a view to the prevention of abuses, an intentions. At the time when this exemption clause was

official register should be kept of every individual deprived of enacted, in 1845, and at any time since then, we should have

his liberty; and not only that, but that officers enjoying the contended that the public require some more tangible safe.

public confidence should constantly inspect all places where guard than the character of persons, who, perhaps from the

persons are so confined, for the double purpose of enforcing best possible motives, have undertaken the self-imposed duties

humane treatment, and securing their liberation, when libera- of watching over the corporate interests of Bethlem, and the

tion is their due;-we repeat it, if this proposition be of any comfort and rights of its inmates. We now say,-appealing to

value, it extends to Bethlem as well as to the most suspicious facts, and disclosures of neglect, of cruelty, of disregard of

private establishment in the country. public interests, which would have disgraced the worst days in

But not only does Bethlem offer no reasonable ground of the history of lunatic asylums&mdash;and which the Committee will

exception from the general principle, but there exist special in vain attempt to conceal or palliate,-that the House of

reasons of the utmost importance why it should be subjected Commons did right in striking out the Bethlem exemption
to a management more watchful, and a superintendence more clause, and that the authors of its restoration in the House of

public, than any other asylum. Bethlem is the State asylum. Lords have much to answer for at the bar of public opinion.
To this asylum persons may be committed under the authority 

______________

of the Secretary of State, without trial by jury, without any of 
..

those guarantees which a constitution, jealous of the public A POWERFUL feeling of benevolence is actively at work
liberty, is supposed to have provided against arbitrary im- throughout the ranks of our glorious profession. It is easier

prisonment. to get subscriptions for charitable purposes than to excite
There is a class of individuals who, under the pressure of attention to even important political changes relating to

real or fancied persecutions, or under the influence of exalted medical affairs. There is, indeed, almost a professional apathy
imaginations, are driven to seek redress, or to gratify their in all that relates to medical matters. Yet new Charters,
ambition, by measures more or less at variance with the routine Draughts of Charters, Collegiate By-laws, and Medical Elec-
which regulates the movements of society. They haunt the tions, are proceeding in a way formerly unknown. It will be

public offices; they harass by untimely representations and me- a matter of good fortune, rather than desert, if the profession
morials the officers of the State; they obtrude their complaints, should awake after a while, and find its legislation faultless.
their claims, or their importunities upon persons in high places, But we are nevertheless heartily glad that the energies of
with a pertinacity which refuses to be convinced by argument, the profession are so effectively directed to the relief of the
or to be wearied by neglect. When patience is exhausted, poverties of our calling.
or some striking act seems to indicate mental derangement, Scarcely had we published the enormous list of contribu-
the unhappy suitor is perhaps taken before a magistrate, and tions to Mr. PROPERT’S College, than we are required to
committed to Bethlem under the warrant of the Secretary of cover our pages with the subscriptions and donations to
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Mr. NEWNHAM’s Fund. We trust that between these

admirable institutions there neither is, nor ever will be,
any further rivalry or jealousy than may be produced by
an endeavour to do the greatest amount of professional good.
We know not which to prefer-the older plan, which has
modestly struggled through so many years, or the younger
offset, which has attained such sudden vigour. But we

observe that each wants exactly what the other possesses,
and vice vers&acirc;. It has therefore occurred to us, that a vast

increase of benefit might result, if a " fusion" between the Fund
and College could be effected. As it now stands, the College
has only a provision for inmates and for purposes of education.
The Fund, on the other hand, is effective for occasional aid

and for annuities, but it can grant no home. To be perfect,
the College plan should also embrace occasional assistance
to necessitous medical men, and small annuities. There

may be many deserving persons, who have sedulously practised
in the medical profession, without realizing independence, who i
might yet be able to support themselves, or might be sup-
ported by their friends, with the help of a small annual aid,
without entering the College. For such individuals Mr.

PROPERT’S benevolent plan, as hitherto enunciated, makes
no provision. We would suggest, therefore, to Mr. NEWNHAM
and Mr. PROPERT, the utility of a conference upon this question.
A perfect institution might be constructed by the union of
the two plans-an institution which would prove a great
blessing and a great honour to the profession. The spectacle
of medical men cordially working together, for the purpose
of helping their poorer brethren, must exert a wholesome in-
fluence upon the public. There is already evidence that the
support and sympathy of the public will be accorded. We
have allowed other professions to go before us in the work of
self-protection and self-sustentation; but there is now some
prospect of our making up in energy and success for lost
time. What we desire to see, is an institution which shall

keep our profession altogether from the necessity of making
painful appeals for help to the public, in individual cases.

THE time has now elapsed when the applications of can-
didates for the office of resident physician at Bethlem could be
received. The Committee proceed immediately, we believe,
to the consideration of the claims of those gentlemen who
have applied for the appointment. The plan decided upon
has been to select from the whole list a certain number of

names-three has been mentioned-and from these the elec-

tion, or rather selection, is to be made by the governors at
large. Everything depends, therefore, upon the selection of
the Committee; and we trust that no man will be put forward
as a candidate for the votes of the governors, who is not

thoroughly worthy. There can be no difficulty in finding
three, or even a greater number of candidates, any one of
whom would do honour to the choice of the governors. The

Committee may rest assured that the attention of the profes-
sion is fixed upon their proceedings, and that deserved praise
or reprobation will follow their selection. They have an
opportunity of rendering Bethlem a model institution, or oi
sinking it to one of a second-rate importance. To deserve

well of the profession and the public, the Committee must
make the large funds at their disposal really effective, so as t(

render Bethlem a great school of instruction, as well as a
great lunatic asylum. Under the indefatigable exertions and
splendid talents of Dr. CONOLLY, Hanwell has obtained a
world-wide reputation. But Hanwell is sufficiently distant
from London to cripple its efficiency as a school. It is to St.

Luke’s and Bethlem that we must look for this important
desideratum-become, indeed, a necessity, now that our

public bodies are beginning to demand attendance upon

hospitals for the insane, and lectures upon insanity, as

parts of professional education. We repeat, it rests with the
Committee to ensure that the future resident physician shall
be worthy of the post he is to fill. The Committee are them-

selves personally interested in the matter, for upon the coming
election will depend the success or failure of a scheme they
have devised for the future management of the Royal Hos

pital.

BOROUGH OF FINSBURY.

RESIGNATION OF MR. WAKLEY, M.P.

ON Tuesday evening, the 8th instant, a numerous and highly
influential meeting of the electors of Finsbury, including dele-
gates from the several parishes of the borough, was held at the
Drapers’ Arms, Upper Barnsbury-street, Islington, to adopt the
most energetic measures to secure the return of Mr. Wakley,
M.P., at the ensuing election. Illness prevented the attendance
of the hon. gentleman himself, but he was represented by his
sons, who occupied positions on either side of the chair.

Although no public announcement of the meeting had been
made, there was a very large attendance of electors, many of
whom could not gain admission, in consequence of the crowded
state of the room. A considerable number of medical gentlemen
were present.

James Tidmarsh, Esq., the proposer of MR. WAKLEY at the last
election, was unanimously voted into the chair.
The CHAIRMAN opened the proceedings by stating that those

assembled were aware of the circumstances under which that
meeting of Mr. Wakley’s friends was convened. (Hear, hear.)
It afforded him great pleasure to see himself associated with, and
surrounded by the faces of, old friends that he had met, twenty
years ago, for a similar purpose. Notwithstanding the political
strife that had occurred since that time, he believed not one of
Mr. Wakley’s independent supporters had cause to regret his
choice. (Cheers.) Within the last hour, he (the Chairman)
had received two communications from Mr. Wakley, which
created in him mixed feelings of pain and pleasure-of pain at
being informed of the illness of so great and so good a man-of
pleasure at finding him still devoted to the welfare and interests
of the country, and of his constituents especially. (Cheers.) Of
the two communications, one was addressed to himself by Mr.
Wakley, and the other from that hon. gentleman to the electors
of Finsbury, both of which he should read to the meeting.
(Hear, hear.) The Chairman here read the letter which was
addressed to himself, and also the following address -.-

"TO THE ELECTORS OF THE BOROUGH OF FINS13UEtY.’

"GENTLEMEN,&mdash;The discharge of an exceedingly painful duty
devolves upon me on this occasion. In consequence of the
sudden recurrence of a severe indisposition, I am again pre-
vented from attending in my place in Parliament. Having
become the subject of another attack of ill-health, I am urgently
pressed by my family, and also by medical friends of great
ability and experience, to retire, at least for a time, from the
midnight labours of the House of Commons. The propriety,
and even the necessity, of my acting in conformity with this
advice, is so forcibly and so acutely felt by me, that I now re

spectfully announce to you that it is not my intention to solicit
the honour of your suffrages at the ensuing election.

" While relinquishing the highly important distinction of re-
presenting you in Parliament, I am cheered by the reflection that,
during the seventeen years I have occupied a seat in the House of
Commons, as your representative, I have never intentionally
spoken or voted in antagonism to your best interests, or in oppo


